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ABOUT RESOURCE

HISTORY

ReSource is Australia's first and only alkaline and zinc carbon
battery recycling company. Our Melbourne processing facility
is designed to process these single use batteries which more
than 80% of household batteries sold today.

Founded in 2016, ReSource is a young company, however,
being founded around the sole purpose to find a solution for
single use batteries, much has been achieved in a short period
of time.

Our process offers a safe and cost effective alternative to
batteries being dumped in landfill whilst also avoiding
environmentally harmful smelting overseas.
ReSource is expanding it’s services in 2020 to include not only
processing of single use batteries but also the ability to sort
batteries using both mechanical and optical sorting
equipment.

COMMITMENT TO SUSTAINABILITY
The ReSource battery recycling process is revolutionary when
compared to old smelting methods. Our process uses around
1/25th of the energy, recovers over 80% of batteries (vs. less
than 40%), and produces no harmful emissions. In addition, our
outputs result in the recovery of almost all valuable minerals
inside the batteries.

In addition, our existing processing plant is being upgraded to
With less than 4% of Australia's household batteries currently
increase the capacity as well as improve upon the purity of the being recycled, our innovative battery recycling process is a
outputs for our end customers.
real solution to a real problem.
These new installations will ensure ReSource remains the most
advance battery handling and processing company in the
nation. Our processing capacity means we can process at
least 20% of the nations single use batteries should collections
reach that level.

ROLE IN BATTERY STEWARDSHIP
ReSource has had limited engagement with the battery
stewardship push until very recently due to prioritising the
technology to process batteries first and foremost.
Now this development is finalised, we are eager to offer our
services to those looking for a true recycling service for single
use batteries.

WHY DOES RESOURCE VALUE BEING AN
ABRI MEMBER?
As a pioneer of single use battery recycling in Australia,
ReSource is committed to ensuring an increase in battery
recycling rates nationally. ABRI acts as a pivotal central voice
for the industry in working to the same goal hence it only makes
sense to support the work being done as a collective body.
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